Osama & 9/11...10 Years Later...Have You Seen ANY Proof at All?

I have one question about the so-called killing of Osama bin Laden...have you, in 10 years,
seen one sample of proof connecting him to the events of 911? The FBI most wanted list did not
mention 911 under his entry. The FBI's response to the questions posed about this was clear,
they had no proof of his involvement in the event.

Once again we have a dead man who can tell no tales, or truths, when it comes to the official
history of war. Osama joins a long line of mythical villains who die before they can speak to the
public or to the courts under verifiable conditions. Every one of Osama's tapes was
questionable. There were several face types seen on these tapes and it could not be verified
that it was him.

Official sources say that this was a pure KILL MISSION, NOT a CAPTURE MISSION!!!! Why?
You know why. This was like the mafia killing a witness to their crimes.

We have heard for years that he was dead. We have hard of his funeral. Yet now we are told
that he was killed before we can hear if he has anything to say...and guess what...they already
disposed of his body at sea
. How is that for evidence? Comical.What a terrible joke and how sad that so few of us can see
the punch line.

10 years, no proof...just stories. Not one piece of convincing evidence validating the official
story has been disclosed yet the public at large still believes the official tale. Remind you of
anything? Hard truths based on the words of "trusted" icons...where we believe all regardless of
proof or plausibility...does the word "religion" ring a bell? Glory glory hallelujah....we killed the
devil Osama.

Think about it.
Jesse Richard, Founder - TvNewsLIES.org

PS: Did I mention that I captured a Bigfoot creature and a space alien? Pretty historic
findings...don't you think? I did not want them alive...that would be silly...so I killed them...and
burned the bodies, and dropped the ashes into the river. But I got some DNA from the skin
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behind their ears.
Trust me...I captured both of them;-) You can trust me...I am an authority figure.
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